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At this time, we are in dire need of communication; communication: sincere and honest communication,
responsible communication. I always emphasize unity. If there are obstacles on the path to a united world,
you must tell the truth through communication.
The path we must take is already decided. The goal is clear. You only have to follow and be a part of the
providential history centering on True Parents. Yet when people start to look at the outer world they all
say, My country is best; the world must unite centering on my country.
The world is becoming harder to unite. However, as long as God lives, the fallen world will not have its
way.
All the people and nations of today need to become acutely aware of the new era. They must understand
why all these unpredictable issues are happening in the world.
Even Korea is aching from illness. Due to climate change, we are suffering a drought when we should be
getting a lot of rain during our rainy season. The countries that are doing well only seem to be doing well;
but one by one problems are arising. The whole world is anxious about whether Greece will survive. You
must awaken to what the original mind wants and let it be known. We need to light lamps even in dark
places in the world and let people there know that the parents who can solve all their problems have
come. You have to let them know.
This "letting them know" is communication. If those who follow the will communicate loudly and unite,
one world, heaven on earth and heaven in heaven, which Heavenly Parent and True Parents have hoped
for, will come. We can make this happen with our own hands. Isn't that right?
In spite of that, to my regret, you say that you became aware of the will before others did, you have
received the blessing and have done your best. However, those who always live with an awareness of
their insufficiency, their irresponsibility and are humble in God's presence are normal people. Whereas,
many problems will arise if human beings do as they please. In this time, when this new era, Cheon Il
Guk, is opening, between those in the first and second generations beautiful communication should take
place. They have to become one.
I do not know how many second-generation members are here right now, but I cannot say that there is a
future with only second-generation members. The 7 billion people in the world are all in the realm of the
first generation. We need skills and preparation until we can assimilate everyone and embrace them.
Nevertheless, if you are to make a deep impression with such a small number, you must unite.

I do not know how many abilities each of you has individually, but there is a limit. Is there even one
human being who will follow the omniscient and omnipotent Heavenly Parent? This is even more true of
the fallen world. It is the same for blessed families in the Unification Church. Is there anyone who thinks
that you are right, that you are honest and that you are perfect in every way?
You are all insufficient. You must unite. It is the same for everyone. Spoken broadly, there cannot be
dogmatism in any institution, organization or church. You should be able to develop greatly by
communicating, harmonizing and uniting with each other, but you are unable to do so. You cannot even
have a conversation if just one corner is blocked. Both sides must lay down everything in order to
communicate.
First-generation members that are in the position of elder brothers or sisters need to establish themselves
and grow into capable individuals with broad hearts. They cannot grow into a minister in one morning.
We need time. In this moment, we need time. We cannot argue over right and wrong when it is hard to
immerse ourselves in just one thing. Do you understand?
Hence, I am trying to organize a bit. The Wonmo Pyeongae Foundation… Who is the president? They are
investing billion won in scholarships to raise many talented individuals. They need to be raised twentyfour hours a day within a fence so that they can grow beautifully and decently. In order for one life form
to be born, it needs a period of ten months in its mother's womb. Can this baby, which was born through a
ten-month period, walk in the space of one morning?
Again, they need time. Now as the Wonmo Pyeongae Foundation has built up its system perfectly on all
the active, scientific, and psychological sides, I cannot be satisfied with some event held however many
times a year in order to raise those students that have been given the opportunity. Thus, I am saying that it
must change. In addition, Korea, Japan and the United States, which are the central nations of the
providence, must participate together.
I appoint Yeon Ah (Lee) Moon (wife of Hyung Jin Moon) as the president [of Wonmo Pyeongae
Foundation]. Please give her a round of applause. We are not doing this just because we have a lot of
money, are we? This is really from True Parents' blood, sweat and tears.
How many tears have been shed in order to provide these offerings? In reality, how many have there
been? This is not something that we can sit at a desk and say, "They are doing good things. Let's just
share." In the world and in major companies like Samsung, they raise scholarship students and make them
their own people.
There is this contract where they have to volunteer at their company for some time after they graduate. So
they make them their own people, right? However, we made a lot of effort in the past but I do not think it
will be effective. Therefore, with a new system, I will observe and communicate with a heart of a mother
so that I can promise the future.
Also, because it is difficult for Moon Yeon Ah on her own and because she has to take care of her
responsibilities as the international president of the Women's Federation, the chairmen should actively
support her and raise funds.
Because I have promised True Father something, I am giving a little bit of his seed money, but we cannot
keep using it up every year, right? In addition, we need to help so many second- and third-generation
members. They are our hope for the future. You need to educate these children and make them the best in
the world. You need to raise them as leaders. You do not know how important this is. I am going to put an
emphasis on this. Do you understand?
Is Gyeong Deuk Yu here? I appoint Gyeong Deuk Yu as the Wonmo Pyeongae Foundation secretary
general. From today, you will need to research how to raise these children that are receiving scholarships
and develop research to cultivate talented individuals of the future.
Moreover, if there is a child that needs to be specially raised, I will even send him or her to study abroad
in order to do so. You need to be good at this. I will work on this through the board of directors. Do not
work on this independently, but report to me. Okay?
I have also thought about whether putting the Sunhak Peace Prize within the Wonmo Pyeongae
Foundation would better attend True Father. Thus, the members in the United States associated with the
Sunkak Peace Prize began an organization and have registered it as a non-profit foundation in the United
States. Is this correct? [Yes.] I think that it should be detached from Wonmo and be managed by Cheon
Jeong Won. The international president, Sun Jin Moon, as the president, will be given a team to manage
and develop this. It will also require raising funds.
I think that it is better for the FFWPU International Headquarters to manage this because we are searching

for global people. Don't they know the whole world? The headquarters knows it.
Thus, I want vice–president Jun Seok An, from the world missions headquarters to put the secretarygeneral's office and the Institute for the Development and Cultivation of Individuals and Planning of
Strategies for the Future on the same level. [Jun Seok An is the new name Mother gave Young Shik An,
who was until recently the Europe Region President]
I am going to get rid of the position of the headquarters' president and making it a secretary-general. I am
going to use Seong Il Cho as the secretary-general. Is Seong Il Cho here? Give him a round of applause.
Now by separating all whose heads that were too big, Wonmo, Sunhak Peace Prize, and the world
missions headquarters should to go forward by uniting and communicating with each other and speaking
in one place when they have something to discuss. True Father also hopes for this at the third anniversary
of his ascension. When we become one, amazing power that we cannot even imagine will help us.
You all have good fortune because you could meet me. I tell you that it depends on how you do. Do you
know how much force a single word from me has in the next world? Do you know or not? [We know.]
How much do you feel this in your lives? It is the same for Japanese members. They only want to hear
about my reports. All the people of the world are like this. They only want to hear about me. They are
only interested in how True Mother is, in what she is doing, and in what she likes. Nevertheless, this is
not my personal desire when I say that I want to accept you, so go forward and unite. It actually means
that I want to take you all together with me. When will there be such a time to be as grateful as this?
Think about it. The two-thousand-year history of Christianity was dragged forward in an environment
where there was nothing, in such a bloody evil cycle.
In short, we have produced many cultural assets that could not be done through the strength of human
beings. However, we achieved that much of a culture even in a situation where the mind and body were
disunited and where the priest and believers; and the country and the politicians were not united. In that
case, at this point, when we unite and establish a goal even when we have no country or possessions, and
when we do our best to reach that goal, how will future generations evaluate us?
A culture that everyone can be a part of regardless of gender or age… You will be happy even when you
are thinking random thoughts, and when you are putting on your clothes in the morning you will wonder
what True Father's expression will be like when he sees you wearing those clothes. Thinking of True
Parents twenty-four hours a day... Isn't this our own inherent and special culture of heart? You can cover
all faults with overflowing and living true love.
I told you that the door has been opened in all areas. Not anyone can do that. No one but I can do it.

